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Abstract: We present a polymer-based WFE on a low-loss (0.55dB/cm at 1550nm) platform featuring
>19dB improvement in radiated power from the InP-based counterpart. This value exceeds the
InP/Polymer transition losses advancing the practicality of hybrid schemes.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Today, Wavelength Selective Switches (WSS) and Multi-Cast Switches (MCS) emerge as the key building blocks in
colorless, directionless, and contentionless (CDC) reconfigurable optical add/drop multiplexing (ROADM) systems
towards realizing next generation flexible-grid WDM optical networks[1]. To facilitate high-scalability, WSSs usually
rely on free space optics for wavelength-parallelism together with spatial light modulators (SLMs) acting as the
switching engine to steer an input optical signal to one or multiple arbitrary output ports with variable optical
bandwidth. Recently, research interest has shifted from bulky “pure” free-space WSS implementations to hybrid
waveguide-based/free-space approaches, where integrated waveguide frontend (WFE) solutions [2], [3] seamlessly
synergize with a reduced number of free-space modules enabling beam transforming and providing WSS assemblies
with lower cost and reduced footprint. The application credentials of such WFEs [2], [3] have been also evaluated in
large-scale switching implementations [4] when combined with Silica-based thermo-optic MCSs delivering μs-scale
response times.
Although these WFE devices [2], [3] have been built with low-refractive index hosting materials (i.e. Silica) other
alternatives such as polymer featuring a plethora of established passive structures [5] can be also employed. However,
in that case, critical active components (i.e. SOAs) offering gain and sub-μs switching functionalities are still missing.
At the same time, transferring the WFE technology exclusively in III-V (e.g. InP) to reap the benefits of fast switching
devices, although appears as an attractive solution to avoid the transition losses induced by hybridization and allow for
simpler fabrication process, it can easily lead to increased cost. In addition, the full adoption of an InP platform can
raise several challenges in terms of the InP-based WFE’s performance since the high-refractive index contrast between
the InP and the free space can be responsible for undesired back-reflections and reduced radiated power.
In this paper, we propose a polymer WFE structure relying on an experimentally validated low-loss (0.55dB/cm)
platform offered by vario-optics at 1550nm. Our investigation demonstrates the advanced performance of a polymer
WFE compared to an InP-based counterpart achieving > 19dB improvement in radiated power. We also investigate the
interconnection capability of the proposed polymer structure to a III-V chip through a simple butt-coupling interface
configuration demonstrating less than 2.2 dB transition loss. The employment of the polymer-based WFE can yield
significant benefits by outperforming the transition losses owing to hybridization, promoting the practicality of the
InP/Polymer schemes for future optical switching implementations.

Fig. 1 (a) Overview of InP/Polymer platform for next generation hybrid waveguide/free-space switching, (b) integrated polymer waveguide
frontend concept, (c) cross-section of fabricated polymer waveguide (c) top-view of waveguide cores separated by a 2.4 µm wide cladding gap.
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II. CONCEPT AND POLYMER WAVEGUIDES FABRICATION
Fig.1a) illustrates an overview of a hybrid InP/Polymer platform suitable for realizing large-scale hybrid
waveguide/free-space switching implementations by exploiting fast InP switches and integrated polymer waveguide
frontends to interface the free-optics and an SLM. Fig.1b) illustrates the concept of the integrated polymer-based WFE
following the rationale of previous Silica-based demonstrations [2],[3] towards delivering the necessary beam
transforming functionalities by utilizing several waveguide elements to produce a flat wavefront in the free space. Our
polymer WFE concept relies on fabricated polymer waveguides provided by vario-optics. The polymer waveguides are
based on two UV-curable polymer resins. One resin with refractive index of 1.54 is used as core and is surrounded by
the lower refractive index material as cladding to achieve an absolute refractive index contrast of 0.015. This
commercially available material provides good optical transmission for both O- and C-band. The waveguide core
dimension is 3.2 µm×3.2 µm (Fig.1c)) Ensuring single mode condition with the available refractive index contrast and
providing a mode field diameter (MFD) of 5.5 µm. The minimal gap between waveguides is currently set to an aspect
ratio of 0.7 (Fig.1d)) relative to the waveguide height.
III. INTERFACE TO III-V COMPONENTS

Fig. 2 a) 3D geometry model of the interface between the InP-based and the polymer waveguide, b)-c) quasi-TE and TM supported modes for the
InP-based waveguide, d)-e) quasi-TE and TM supported modes for the polymer waveguide along with their modal characteristics and (f) side-view
geometry and |E|-field plots for the interface configuration for both TE and TM polarization.

The optical interface investigation takes into account the standard low-loss polymer waveguide by vario-optics
featuring a 3.2μm×3.2μm cross section and an InP-based waveguide relying on a spot size converter compatible with
the generic platform [7] developed by Smart Photonics. Fig.2a) presents the 3D geometry model for the simple buttcoupling approach adopted for the III-V/polymer interface described above. Since the cross-sectional geometry features
of waveguides have been adopted according to the fabricated and tested setups by vario-optics and Smart Photonics, the
spatial mode matching is based on the determination of the vertical offset distance (d) between the two waveguides
(Fig.2a)). The analysis towards discovering the optimal d value is twofold; First, a qualitative indication of the spatial
mode matching is obtained through the 2D calculation of the power overlap integral between the two modes of interest
(TE or TM) for variant d values. Next, based on this indication, a full-wave 3D analysis is performed to verify the 2D
simulation outcomes and provide the interface coupling efficiency. In specific, the 2D eigenvalue problem in the cross
sections of the two waveguide structures has been separately solved through a commercial-grade eigenmode simulator
leading to the mode profiles depicted in Fig. 2b)-e). Then, the power overlap integral (OI) between the different TE or
TM modes has been calculated following the equation in [6], revealing 60% and 66% coupling efficiency for d values
approximately 4μm for both polarizations. Following this, the combined structure depicted in Fig. 2 a) has been
electromagnetically analyzed by means of 3D FDTD simulations. The 3D FDTD simulations revealed optimum
coupling efficiencies 61% and 63% approximately corresponding to 2.14dB and 2dB for the TE and TM polarization,
respectively, verifying the OI predictions and confirming the practicality of the proposed hybrid InP/Polymer platform.
The electric field distribution for both polarizations in side-view can be seen in Fig.2 f), where the efficient light
transition from the InP structure to the polymer waveguide can be observed.
IV. WFE PLATFORM INVESTIGATION
The WFE is essentially an optical phased array where the EM waves emitted from the waveguide facets produce a
typical interference pattern. The spatial pattern in the far field is determined by (i) the number of waveguide elements,
(ii) the spacing between the waveguides (interelement distance) for a given wavelength of operation and (iii) the
waveguides width [8]. Fig.3 a) illustrates the 3D geometry model employed for the investigation of the polymer-based
WFE performance when varying the number of waveguides from 2 to 6 elements and for two different interelement
distances (d). Firstly, λ/2 interelement distance is selected according to theory to validate an optimum performance [8]
in terms of side-lobe suppression and then a distance of 2.4μm is used corresponding to the current process technology
in vario-optics’ platform. An InP-based counterpart based on SMART photonics’ platform was also considered serving
as a reference scenario for comparison with the polymer-based WFE design underlying the necessity of hybridization.
As can be observed in Fig.3 a) the array of the parallel waveguides is excited with TE polarized polymer modes,
propagating for 10μm and launched in the air with the facets cut perpendicular to the propagation axis. The |E| intensity
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is calculated at 250um from the facets, so as to evaluate the far field of the different setups. The polymer waveguide
width is fixed in all cases to vario-optics’ platform. All simulations are performed with 3D-FDTD method. Fig. 3 b)
presents the comparison of the field intensity in a xy plane located at the 250um distance from the waveguide’s facet for
the three cases of interest: a) InP-based WFE with d= 700nm depicted in solid green line, b) polymer-based WFE with
d= 700nm depicted in red dot line and c) polymer-based WFE with d= 2.4um denoted in solid blue line. The polymerbased WFE shows enhanced performance featuring 19dB improvement of intensity compared to the InP-based
structure. This owes to the high-index contrast between Air and InP waveguide elements which hampers the seamless
light transmission in the air since a significant part of the light is back-reflected. For a given interelement distance, the
intensity increases as the number of elements increases for all cases. Moreover, as the interelement distance shifts from
700nm to 2.4μm the intensity profile for the polymer-based WFE retains its improved performance compared to the
InP-based structure, confirming in this way that the current practical process technology is equally efficient in terms of
radiated power.

Fig.3 a) 3D geometry model for the WFE, b) Line plot of the intensity at a distance T=250μm from the waveguides-air interface for polymer-based
structure with 700nm (red dot line) and 2.4μm (blue solid line) interelement distance. The InP-based counterpart (green solid line) has been also
analyzed as a reference scenario to underline the necessity for hybridization, (c)-(f) Electric field distributions calculated on a horizontal z-plane
where the maximum |E| value has been observed for the case of two-, three-, four- and five-waveguide elements, respectively for d=2.4μm.

By comparing the polymer-based structure results for d=700nm and d=2.4μm the appearance of side lobes can be
noticed for more than 4 waveguides as expected in theory[8]. By further increasing the number of waveguides the same
trade-off between radiated power and side-lobes is witnessed, and as such our analysis assumes 6 waveguides as the
upper cut-off limit for the design study of the proposed polymer-based WFE. Finally, Fig. 3) c-f) presents the |E| field in
a xy plane across the propagation axis for the case of two-, three-, four- and five-waveguide elements for the practical
scenario of d=2.4 μm, respectively. The increased number of waveguides leads to narrower and thus more directional
central lobes at the output of the WFE. The above analysis suggests the polymer-based WFE as a good candidate for the
realization of a complete WSS by incorporating also the necessary free-space optics and the SLM.
V. CONCLUSIONS
We have demonstrated a polymer-based waveguide frontend concept for beam transforming functionalities in hybrid
WSSs, by relying on experimentally validated low-loss (0.55dB/cm) waveguides exhibiting > 19dB improvement in
radiated power compared to an InP-based counterpart. The proposed polymer WFE suggests efficient hybridization
between generic foundry platforms by outperforming the InP/Polymer transition losses that were found to be <2.2dB.
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